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In This Lesson ...
THIS LESSON WILL TEACH YOU HOW TO SIT

CENTERED AND BALANCED IN YOUR CANOE, AND

HOW TO PADDLE CONFIDENTLY ON THE RIGHT.
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If you are leaning left while you paddle, you are adding

weight to the ama. This slows you down and also makes it

difficult to engage your muscles effectively because your

hip joint and back will be out of alignment. Joints need to be

loaded while in proper alignment to avoid injury.

Leaning left causes loss of speed on the right because:

You are leaning away from your catch, therefore

missing the front of the stroke

Poor stroke mechanics don’t engage the hip and back

in the most powerful way

Your stroke is shifted towards the back of the canoe

Pulling with a collapsed posture on the left side makes

it difficult to engage the glute, hip and back muscles

The ama is being driven down into the water which

slows you down due to increased friction

Leaning left causes loss of speed on the left because:
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CONSIDERATIONS

MAIN ISSUES WITH LEANING LEFT



There is typically a difference in boat speed when you are

paddling on the left side (slower) versus the right side

(faster) due to the drag of the ama. You can reduce this

difference by learning to sit centered in the OC1.

Injuries in the SI joint, hip joint, glute muscles and lower

back are all common when paddlers lean left and don’t

learn to paddle with pelvic alignment or practice balance

and stability.

When you feel safe and confident that you have the skills to

manage the canoe when your ama lifts, you will be able to

keep paddling strong instead of backing off or losing

stability, which slows you down.
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CONSIDERATIONS

WHY IMPROVE HOW YOU SIT 
IN THE OC1?
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Video Drills
THE FOLLOWING VIDEO DRILLS REQUIRE THE USE

OF THE LOOP BAND, YOGA BLOCK AND 1-1.5 LB

WEIGHT AND RUBBER TO TIE THE WEIGHT TO THE

AMA.



OC1 paddling is a rotational sport in an unstable

environment, and requires balance and stability to execute

a strong stroke. Staying centered and not leaning left in the

OC1 requires learning how to paddle with a strong posture,

and making constant small adjustments through your hips

depending on the conditions.

Learning to engage both the left and right side muscles

through your hips leads to better balance and improved

stroke mechanics. Coupled with a strong brace stroke, you

will find it easier to sit centered and you won’t need to lean

so far left, adding weight to the ama.
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INTRO

Video Drills



Make sure you are practicing the brace stroke and huli

recovery, this is foundational to OC1 paddling.
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INTRO

Video Drills



A note on weighting the ama:
 

For these drills, attach a weight to your ama. Feeling

stable, sitting centered and paddling with good posture will

move the boat faster. The reason we attach the weight is

so that you feel safe while you become aware of what

better alignment feels like and start to build muscle memory

and paddling endurance while sitting centered and

engaging the right muscles. As you progress you can try

these drills without the weight, or alternate paddling with

the weight and without the weight.
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INTRO

Video Drill



Some suggestions for weighting the ama:

-500ml water bottle (.5kg or 1lb)

-Velcro exercise wrist weight (1 kg/1.5 lbs)

-Small dive weight (less than 2lbs or 1.5 kg)

You’ll need a long bike tire innertube to wrap around the

weight and secure it in place. 
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Video Drill

INTRO



You want to feel snugly connected to the canoe through the

seat. Move your flesh out from under your sit bones with

your hands. This will give you a better connection to your

canoe which is better for stability.
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Video Drill

Part 1- Get connected to your seat
SEAT POSITION AND ALIGNMENT 



Check that your seat is not too close or too far away. Too

extended (far away) means you can't get connected

through the legs and access your glutes, which are the

largest muscles in your body. Too close puts you into too

much flexion which is hard on your hip flexors and means

your hips will have a hard time moving into extension,

which is a source of power.
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Video Drill

Part 2 - Seat Length
SEAT POSITION AND ALIGNMENT 
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Pay attention to the alignment from your ankle to your knee

to your hip. It’s common for paddlers to lean their bodies

left and have their right leg turned inwards and the left leg

leaning outwards. This position is hard on your hip and can

lead to overuse injuries, and is not your most powerful

posture. It’s hard to engage the muscles in the right glute

when the right knee is turned inwards. The same is true for

the left glute with the left knee turned outwards.  

Video Drill

SEAT POSITION AND ALIGNMENT 
Part 3 - Ankle, Knee, Hip Alignment
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It’s normal to lean left and adopt this posture every now

and then, and the key is to notice and practice returning to

good alignment over and over again so you can engage the

muscles of your hips as a source of power.

Video Drill

Part 3 - Ankle, Knee, Hip Alignment

SEAT POSITION AND ALIGNMENT 



Pay attention to your pelvis and untwist yourself back to

center as often as possible. Sitting with a twisted pelvis

while you paddle hard drives the ama into the water

causing a loss of power, and is really hard on your back

and sacrum and leads to injury. 

Notice how much weight you put through the left and right

sit bones. Challenge yourself to sit with a little more weight

on the right side and see if you can get yourself to sit with

the weight equally distributed between the left and right

sides.  
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Video Drill
SEAT POSITION AND ALIGNMENT 
Part 4 - Pelvis alignment  
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Do this with the ama weighted and your paddle out on the

right side in case you need to brace.

It’s common to see people paddling with their pelvis twisted

and ankle-knee-hip alignment off and it's really important

for the health of your body, the power you can exert in your

stroke, and the run of the canoe, to work on sitting

centered.

Video Drill
SEAT POSITION AND ALIGNMENT 
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Heel connection creates leg drive which creates stability.

Get yourself situated in the canoe and press through your

heels with enough force that you feel your body grow taller.

Squeeze and engage your glutes as you connect through

your heels with the canoe. 

Practice with both legs together first, then practice favoring

the left and right sides. Notice the differences between

doing this on the left and right sides. Notice if you are

leaning or shifting your weight to the left and work on

making the left and right sides feel the same. 

HEEL CONNECTION 

Video Drill
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Practice the heel connection drill as soon as you get on the

water and whenever you are stopped between intervals,

waiting to regroup, or if you feel unstable. This will help to

wake up and turn on your legs and glutes. 

HEEL CONNECTION 

Video Drill
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Pay attention to the weight distribution between left and

right sides. 

Keep your body upright and don’t lean out of the canoe.

Pay attention to your ankle-knee-hip alignment.

Secure the loop band around the ball of your foot and pull

with a straight arm. Keep the non-pulling hand behind your

back to help keep the top shoulder back. While you pull,

engage your heels and use your leg drive and allow your

pelvis to move as you pull. Sit up tall, and focus on

engaging your glutes, lats and obliques.

LOOP BAND PULL

Video Drill
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Warm up with this drill, 2 x 10 times on each side.

Practice this drill between training sets, especially when

you are getting tired and your technique is slipping.

LOOP BAND PULL

Video Drill



This drill is to help improve your body position and creates

awareness of your torso and top arm through the stroke.

The yoga block will serve as a reminder to keep your

posture upright, hit the catch at the front of the stroke and

not overreach. 

Set the block up lengthwise behind your knees and high

enough that your chest touches it each time you lean

forward and your top arm hits it at the end of the stroke. 
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BODY POSITION AWARENESS 

Video Drill



This will help keep you from collapsing at the front of the

stroke or leaning too far forward or too far out of the canoe. 

This will also help you finish your stroke earlier and shift the

power to the catch at the front rather than pulling out the

back.

Pay attention to the difference between the left and right

sides and try to make them similar so your body position is

more centered in the canoe.

Do this drill as part of your warm up routine.
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BODY POSITION AWARENESS 

Video Drill



Paddle with a yoga block between your legs, focus on

keeping the block in the center of the canoe whether you

are paddling on the left or the right side.

This drill will engage your adductors, or your inner thigh

muscles, which will help stabilize the pelvis and align your

ankle, knee and hip for more power, stability and a lighter

ama.

Do this as part of your warm up and warm down while

paddling easy to turn on your hip muscles. 

ADDUCTION AND ABDUCTION
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Video Drill

Part 1 ADduction - Yoga Block



Paddle with a loop band around your legs above your

knees. Keep the tension on the loop band by pressing your

legs out. This will help you engage your gluteus medius

while you paddle. 

Do this as part of your warm up and warm down while

paddling easy to turn on your hip muscles.
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ADDUCTION AND ABDUCTION 

Video Drill

Part 2 ABduction - Loop Band
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Using both the yoga block and the loop band at the same

time, alternate between the two. Focus on being able to

switch which muscles you are engaging. You want to notice

when you are using your glutes and be able to keep using

them while sitting up tall and centered in the canoe. This

will help train your body to engage your hips fully

throughout the stroke and will improve your balance and

stability. 

ADDUCTION AND ABDUCTION 

Video Drill

Part 3 Alternating ADduction and ABduction
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Do this as part of your warm up and warm down while

paddling easy to turn on your hip muscles. 

Use the alternating method during interval training as a

method of building hip engagement while working hard.

ADDUCTION AND ABDUCTION 

Video Drill

Part 3 Alternating ADduction and ABduction



These drills will help you learn to keep your scapula down

and back, improve rotation through your whole body and set

your shoulders up for a strong pull. 

Loop Band Retraction
It’s very common for paddlers to overuse their levator and

trapezius muscles by lifting their shoulder up when they pull.

This often leads to a shoulder impingement injury, and is not

the best way to generate power in the stroke.

SCAPULAR RETRACTION FOR
STABILITY
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Video Drill



Place the loop band around your wrists and hold your arms

in front of you at shoulder height. Press your hands away

from each other by squeezing your shoulder blades

together, engaging your rhomboids and lower trapezius.

Hold for 3 seconds and release. Repeat this 5 times or until

you feel those muscles are turned on and engaging. Start

paddling immediately on the right side, with a focus on

maintaining your scapula in a retracted position. 

SCAPULAR RETRACTION FOR
STABILITY
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Video Drill



Retract and Rotate with Paddle
Often, paddlers are rotating through their shoulders but not

their pelvis.

Place your paddle behind your back. Holding your shoulder

blades down and back rotate to the left and right side

noticing the difference. This will help you engage your

pelvis and keep your shoulder blades down and back when

you rotate.
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Video Drill
SCAPULAR RETRACTION FOR
STABILITY



Learn to keep your weight light on the left side and

connected on the right to keep the canoe more balanced.

Observe in yourself and others how the body weight shifts

from right to left side as we pull on the right. When paddling

on the left side, keep your torso tall, and keep the weight off

the left glute. 
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WEIGHT TRANSFER

Video Drill



When you change sides, notice the changes in your body

weight from left to right side. When you are paddling on the

right side, keep the weight on the right, and try not to

transfer weight to the left. On the left side, stay lifted out of

the seat and keep the weight off the ama. It's very common

to collapse on the left side and compress the obliques,

rectus abdominis and erectors, making it hard to get a

powerful stroke. 
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WEIGHT TRANSFER

Video Drill



Remember, paddling with the weight on the ama, you are

supported to paddle with your weight centered. This will

support building a balanced body and a powerful stroke
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WEIGHT TRANSFER

Video Drill



II sit tall with confident posture

I find my balance in the center of the canoe

I keep my shoulder blades down and back and

my chest open

My legs and glutes are strong and actively

working with each stroke

I am aware how my ankles and knees and hips

are aligned and working together

I feel safe and centered in my OC1
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MINDSET APPROACHConsiderations



THE END
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THE AMA


